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Growth ok, but room to improve 

 Q2 GDP grew 0.8% in line with the market median expectation and just under the Reserve Bank of New 
Zealand’s August forecast. 

 Q2 growth was supported by the Lions Tour and World Masters Games, while construction activity fell despite 
high demand. 

 We continue to expect the RBNZ to keep the OCR on hold at 1.75% until early 2019.   

Summary & implications  
Q2 GDP lifted 0.8%, in line with market expectations and only slightly below the RBNZ’s August Monetary Policy 

Statement (MPS) forecast (0.9%).  Growth has underperformed over the past year, but going forward growth should 

improve, supported by increased export incomes, strong population growth and low interest rates.    There are few 

implications for the RBNZ ahead of next week's OCR review.  We continue to expect the RBNZ to leave the OCR on 

hold at 1.75% until early-2019.  The RBNZ is likely to retain August’s cautious stance that OCR hikes are a considerable 

time off and that subsequent moves will be gradual. 

Big sports events support Q2 growth 
Q2 GDP lifted 0.8%, stronger than our own expectation of 0.6%, but in 

line with market expectations (0.8%) and the RBNZ’s August MPS 

forecast (0.9%).  The previous quarter's growth was revised up by 0.1 

percentage point, but this was offset by a downward revision in Q3 

2016, leaving annual growth unchanged.  

As expected, Q2 growth was led by a strong recovery in transport and 

increased visitor spending from hosting the Lions Tour and World 

Masters Games.  Retail sales lifted 2.8%, while on the expenditure side, 

exports of services lifted 5.4%.   

However, growth was capped by weak outcomes in construction, 

house sales (and associated services activity), mining and non-primary 

manufacturing.  Performance in services was mixed, with some areas performing slightly better than we had 

expected.    

Construction constraints appear to be biting  
One area where we are surprised was the fall in other construction activity, which typically includes infrastructure 

construction.  This fall in aggregate activity comes despite the boost from the Kaikoura rail link and SH1 reconstruction 
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activity.  Potentially, capacity constraints are biting on all types of 

construction activity.   

Construction demand is very high in light of strong growth in population 

and visitor numbers increasing demand for infrastructure, housing and 

visitor accommodation.  But while capacity constraints are evident in 

some sectors such as construction and some parts of tourism 

(accommodation), there is little evidence of capacity constraints or 

strong demand growth elsewhere in the economy.  This means broader 

inflation pressures will remain slow to pick up and reinforce the RBNZ’s 

August Monetary Policy Statement stance that rate hikes are a long time 

away. 

More non-construction momentum needed 
Looking ahead, it’s essential that non-housing- & non-construction-

related economic growth improves.  GDP growth has been 

underwhelming over the past year.  In this light, Q2's "rebound" is 

relatively muted.  Per capita growth of 0.3% qoq follows flat per capita 

growth in the previous quarter.  Economic growth, with annual per-

capita growth at a mediocre 0.6%, needs to pick up on a sustained basis 

in order for the RBNZ to be confident domestic inflation pressures will 

return to target.  
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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